Lofting Instructions
BED to LOFT

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Make sure that you have a rubber mallet, at least one other person to assist you (three people total is recommended), and you have enough space on either side of the bed to move.

CAUTION: Avoid hitting a sprinkler head when moving items. Large volumes of water will flow out and damage the surrounding area. Do not use damaged parts or substitute parts. Damaged or missing parts can be replaced by contacting the font desk, or by submitting a Fix It request: housing.umn.edu/FixIt

STEP 1 Remove mattress from bed frame. Set aside out of the way.

STEP 2 Using the rubber mallet, detach bed spring hooks and stabilizer bar on one side.

STEP 3 Detach bed spring on other side. Rotate bed spring and lift to lofted position so that the safety rail is on the outer edge.

STEP 4 Place bed spring hooks into the correct spot. Attach on all four sides.

STEP 5 Using the rubber mallet, pound the bed spring into place ensuring a secure fit. Place mattress on top.

STEP 6 Return rubber mallet to Information Desk or to Community Advisor (CA).

Need Assistance?
Notify us by completing a Fix It request: housing.umn.edu/FixIt